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In [1] we descussed general properties of τ-cohomology theories. One
of the basic tools in studying a τ-cohomology theory is the forgetful exact
sequences which form a natural exact couple. Hence it provides a natural
spectral sequence which we call the forgetful spectral sequences. An analysis
of this spectral sequence will provide a deeper insight to the structure of the
forgetful exact sequence, which we do for M/?* *(/tf) in a forth-coming work.
These spectral sequences are used partly by Landweber [4] for MR*'*(pt)
and by Seymour [9] for KR*>*(X).

In the present work we study basic properties of these spectral sequences.
In § 1 we study elementary properties of them and show that a forgetful spec-
tral sequence converges to the fixed-point cohomology under certain conditions
(Theorem 1.14 and Proposition 1.16). In §2 we see that they have analogies
with Bockstein spectral sequences with respect to differentials. In §3 we
discuss periodicities which come essentially from Clifford modules. In §4 we
study multiplicative properties of them for multiplicative τ-cohomology theories.

1. Definitions and elementary properties

In the present work every τ-cohomology theory is considered on pairs of
finite τ-complexes for the sake of simplicity. Notations and terminologies of
[1] are used freely.

Let A*'* be a τ-cohomology theory. There holds the following exact
sequence

.- — ¥'h\X, A) H hp-\X, A) £> ψhp+«(X, A) -> h*-ι *+ι(X, A) -> •••,

called the forgetful exact sequence, for any pair (X, A) of finite τ-complcxes [1],

(5.1). Set

D{ * - hp'q(X, A), E{"> = ψhp+«(X, A),
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We get a bigraded exact couple

</)?•*, Ef'*; iuju kx\ /)?•* = ΣiDPΛ Ef * = Σ ^ ί ' S
P,i P,i

in the sense of Massey [7], which yields a bigraded spectral sequence Ef *

= Σ EPr'q> r ^ l > i n the standard way. This will be called the forgetful spectral
P,i

sequence associated with A*'*(X, A). To make the meaning of bigrading of
E*•* more precise, we remark that we are rather regarding as

which is identified with the above setting through the isomorphism

hp'«(ShoxX, ShOxA) « ψhp+%X} A)

([1], (3.3)). The forgetful spectral sequence is natural with respect to (X, A)
because of the naturality of the forgetful exact sequence. The forgetful spectral
sequence associated with MR*'*(pt) was partially discussed by Landweber [4]
and will be completely computed in a forth-coming paper of the author.

Put

Dp;« = ImpF" 1 : hp~r+1'%Xy A) -> hp-q(X, A)]

for r ^ 2 as usual. Then

<£>*•*, £*•*; ir,jr, kr>, Z)* * = Σ « " , Et * = Σ Epr« >
P,t P,i

r ^ 2 , are successive derived couples. Since

deg I, = (1, 0), degyx = (0, 0) and deg A, = ( - 1 , 1).

we see that

deg ir = (1, 0), degjV = (1-r, 0) and deg k, = ( - 1 , 1).

Hence the r-th differential of the spectral sequence is the following type of
homomorphism:

(1.1) dr: Ep

r"> -* E p

r - r - < + 1 .

The modules Dp

r'
q give the following decreasing filtration

hp i{X, A) = D ^ D D ^ I D ••• =3£>*•«=>Z)£ Λz> •••

oih*'\X,A). Put

(1.2) Dt"= Π Dp ".
r

A non-zero element of Dtq is called an element of infinite filtration of hp'q(X> A).
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Thus hptq(X, A) contains no elements of infinite filtration iff D*:q={0}. We
say that h*'*(X, A) contains no elements of infinite filtration iff hpt9(X, A)
contains no elements of infinite filtration for every (p, q)&ZxZ.

Put

(1.3) K* ' = Ker \Xr'1: hp q(X, A) -* hp+r~ι'q(X, A)]

for 1 ̂  r < co. We get an increasing sequence

{0} = Kϊ<czK£<(z -c:K*'<(zKttι<z---c:h>''(X, A).

We define

(1.4) K£'= UK*/*.

Express

as the sub-quotient of Ep/q, l ^ r < o o . Then

(1.5) Z£ * = kTιDp

r~
1^1 and

for l ^ r < o o , as is well-known (e.g., cf., [6], p. 336, (5.4)).
Put

(1.6) Ztq= nZJ and Bl'9 = y

Or equivalently,

(1.60 Zί* = Arιβ£rlif+1 and Bt^^Kt*.

We define the £Όo-term by

£*•* = 2 £Ί'?, ^«9 = zί'/Bi:'.

Observe the homomorphism

By (1.60 w e s e e t n a t

hWcZt'czZί'9, l^r<oo .

Since Ker j^Dξ-', we see by (1.5) and (1.60 t h a t

Thus Ί induces injections

(1.7) /,.:
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for

REMARK 1.8. If hp~h9+ϊ(X, A) contains no elements of infinite filtration,
then Ztq= Ker k^lmjΊ by (1.6'), whence /«, becomes an isomorphism in deg (p,

We shall see that Ef is related with the direct limit lim {hs \X, A), %}.

Let

K = κtΛ: hM{X, A) -* lim h' \X, A)
s

be the canonical map and put

(1.9) F* <=ImιcPtq.

We get an increasing filtration

of lim hs>\X, A) such that \jFp'*=\\m hSf\X) A). By definitions we see that
T p • -?

fcp>q: D{>q->Fp'q is surjective and Ker κp>q=Ktq. That is, we get an isomorphism

D{'qIKί;q^Fp'q

induced by κp q. Let

^(lim hs'*(Xs A)) = Σ Fp'qjFp~hq

be the bigraded module associated with the filtration (1.9) of lim hs'*(X, A)
s

= 2 lim hs> q(X, A). Since the diagram

is commutative, we get an isomorphism

(1.10) icp q: D{'ql{D^q-\-Ktq)^Fp'qlFp'hq

induced by κp q.

Composing (1.10) with (1.7) for r=^°o and making use of Remark 1.8 we
obtain

Proposition 1.11. The E^-term of the forgetful spectral sequence associated
with A*'%Y, A) contains the bigraded module ί?(lim hs'*(X, A)) as a bigraded
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subtnodule. If λ*'*(X, A) contains no elements of infinite filtration, then there
holds the bigraded isomorphism £*•*«*<?(lim hs>*(X, A)).

s

When the forgetful cohomology theory ψh* is connective, the forgetful spec-
tral sequence behaves more conveniently for applications.

Lemma 1.12. If the forgetful cohomology theory ψh* is connective, then
i% induces an isomorphism

lim hs-q(X, A) » φhq(φX, φA)
s

for every q^Z.

Proof. In the exact sequence of λ*'* for the triple (X, φX{jA> A),

hs>q(Xy φXΌA)^ hs'q(XI(φXΌA)) « 0

for large s since Xj(φX{J A) is almost free, [1], Lemma 5.3; and

hs>\φX \JA,A)~ hs>q(φX, φA)

by excision isomorphism. Hence

i%:hs'\XiA)-^hs'\φX) φA)

is isomorphic for large s, and

lim hs'q(X, A) » lim hs-\φX, φA)
s s

for all q€zZ, in which the right hand side is the same as φhq(φX, φA) by the
definition of the fixed-point cohomology theory φA*, [1], (4.4). q.e.d.

Thus, when -v/rλ* is connective, the filtration (1.9) in lim hs'q(X, A) can be

regarded as a filtration in φhq(φX, φA) by the above lemma and the associated
bigraded module Q{φh*{φX, φA)) is isomorphic to S(ίim hs**{X, A)).

s

Lemma 1.13. If the forgetful cohomology theory ψh* is connective, then
there exists an integer ro—ro(p, #)>0 for each (p, q)£ϊZχZ such that

Proof. ψhp+q(X, A)^0 for large p. Hence, by the forgetful exact
sequence X: hp'q(Xy A)-*hp*'Uq(X, A) is isomorphic for large/), which shows
the lemma.

By Proposition 1.11 and Lemmas 1.12 and 1.13 we obtain

Theorem 1.14. Let A* * be a τ-cohomology theory such that the forgetful
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theory ψh* is connective, and (X, A) be a pair of finite τ-complexes. i) The E^-term
of the forgetful spectral sequence associated with h*'*(X, A) contains the bigraded
module S{φh*(φXy φA)) as a bigraded submodule. If h*'*(X, A) contains no
elements of infinite filtration, then there holds the bigraded isomorphism £ * ' * «
Q{φh*(φX, φA)). ii) For each (/>, q)^ZχZ there exists an integer ro=ro(p, q)>0
such\that

and there holds the decreasing sequence

When ψh* is connective, we get an inclusion

r>ro

for each (p, q)^ZχZ. And the convergence problem of the forgetful spectral
sequence becomes to find conditions which makes the above inclusion an actual
isomorphism. Our spectral sequence is called finitely convergent if there exists
an integer rι=r1{p9 q)>0 for each (p, q)^ZχZ such that

The finite convergence is of course the convergence in the strongest sense.

Lemma 1.15. If ψh* and φA* are of finite type, and if Λ/ΓA* is connective,
then hp*q(X, A) is finitely generated for any (p, q)^ZxZ and any pair (X, A) of
finite τ-complexes.

Proof. Recall that a cohomology theory A* is of finite type iff kn(pt) is finitely
generated for every integer n. Then, by induction on dim Y we see that kn( Y, B)
is finitely generated for any integer n and any pair (Y, B) of finite CPF-complexes.

Now, ί'Jf: hp'q(X,A)^φhq(φX, φA) for large p (cf., the proof of Lemma
1.12), which is finitely generated. Making use of the forgetful exact sequence
and the fact that ψhn(X, A) is finitely generated, an induction on p in decending
order completes the proof.

We remark that the above lemma can be applied to SR** and MR*'*.

Proposition 1.16. The foregtful spectral sequence associated with MR**
(X, A) is finitely convergent.

Proof. Im X=Dp

2'
q consists of elements of order 2 by [1], Corollary

12.13. Hence it is a finite group for every (p, q)^ZxZ by the above lemma,
and the sequence
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becomes stationary after a finite step, which, combined with (1.5) and Theorem
1.14, implies the proposition. q.e.d.

The forgetful spectral sequence associated with ik/i?*'*(X, A) converges to
MO*(φX, φA) if MR*>*(X, A) contains no elements of infinite filtration.
This assumption is true in case (X, A)=pt. But we have no good general charac-
terization for vanishing of elements of infinite filtration at the moment.

2. Differentials

In this section we will see an analogy between forgetful and Bockstein
spectral sequences with respect to differentials. In a Bockstein spectral sequence
successive differentials are related to higher Bockstein operations. Similar
phenomena can be found also in forgetful spectral sequences.

Let A*'* be a τ-cohomology theory. All discussions in the present work
is valid for any pair (X, A) of finite τ-complexes unless otherwise stated. But
we discuss mainly for a finite τ-complex X to simplify notations. The readers
may replace X by (X> A), whereby X+ by XIA of course.

The smash product of the τ-cofibration

(2.1) S^° -ΪU Br+°-^->Br+°ISr+° = Σ' °

with X+ induces the exact sequence

-JL> hp'q(Sr+°ΛX+)

for each integer r > 0 . Here

fr = hp>«(Sr'°xX)

by σr>0-suspension isomorphism, and

since Br'° is τ-contractible. Thus we get the following exact sequence

(2.2) - -> h*-'«(X) -^hp'%X) -!—+hp'%Sr>oxX) —r-+hp-r>«+\X) -> -

for each r > 0 . Particularly when r = l . (2.2) gives our fundamental exact couple

to define forgetful spectral sequence, i.e.,
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(2.3) «! = h, ft =ji and 8,. = kλ.

Identify Bϊo=B\ °ΛBr

+-uo and Σ r °=Σ 1 °ΛΣr-1 for r > 1, then π^
which implies that α r =α 1 oα r _i Thus, inductively on r, we see that

(2.4) ar = i\: hp

Therefore

Dp

r " = Im «,_! and isΓ?-* = Ker a^

and, by (1.5)

(2.4) Z * = AΓ^Im αr_0 and BJ =; 1(Ker α ^ ) .

Let

γ r > 1 : Br °czBs °

be the τ-inclusion such that j r s(t1, ,tr)=(t1, •••, tr, 0, ••-,0) for 0 < r : 2 s , which

is an inclusion (Br'°, Sr'°)c(Bs'°, Ss'°) or τ-pairs and hence induces τ-inclusions

(2.6) ^ p S : S' o c5 ! ' ° and ζr,: Σ r ° c Σ s °

by restrictions and passing to quotients. The commutative diagram

Sr'° L" > Br ° πr> Σ r > 0

(2.7)
s'0

induces a commutative diagram involving the exact sequences
(2.2) for r and s. Here

since Br'° and ΰs'° are τ-contractible, where Ύ*s=(ΎrtSΛl)* ζr,s can be fac-
torized as the composition of the sequence

Thus we see that

(2.8) ?*, = α s. r = if-': P «(X) - h»-'"(X).

Thereby no troubles arise from permutations of parameters because of [1],
Proposition 4.2. Now we get the following commutative diagram:

(2.9)
a

Z)-Λ^«(5s °xl)-

\V*S
δ

h"-r-\X) —U.hp %X) —^ A' '(S' g x ί ) - ^ / ! f " ' '+ 1(I)
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In particular, putting r= 1 and replacing s by r, we get the following com-

mutative diagram:

I

tf-1I*1"1 ί II lvtr

h<""(SrΛxX) —U hp-r "+\X) -^

l 1!

(2.10)

(2.10) yields the following commutative diagram:

(2.10')
TPPttf x. TΛp — l,q-\-l TΓϊP~ftQ-\-1 \ J^P~TtQ-\~\

on one hand. Chasing the diagram (2.10) we see easily that

(2.11) lmηtr = Zp

r>
q

on the other hand. Hence, passing to sub-quotient of range, ηf>r induces an

epimorphism

(2.12) λ r: hp'q(Sr °xX) -> Ep/q

for r > 0 . (2.10/) and (2.12) imply the following commutative diagram

Sr βr

hp-ht!+\Sr °xX)

(2.13) \xr |ίί-> | λ r

βp,q ____ r_> 2)^-1.ί+1 ^ r > βP-r,q+l

for r > 0 , where vertical maps are all epimorphic. As to the corresponding

diagram of Bockstein spectral sequences we refer to [2], Proposition 11.1.

Obviously

vf.t = y*s°vΐ.t

for 0 < r ^ ^ ^ / . Since Ker dr=Zp/+]

ιIBp/q and λroi7*r+1 is induced from η£r+ι

(2.11) implies that

(2.14) Ker dr = Im (λroi?*r+1)

forr>0.

To discuss further relations we need some preparations. Let (X, A) and

(Y, B) be compact τ-pairs. As quotient spaces of X{jXxIx FLJF, routine

checks of identifying relations show the following equalities of τ-sρaces:
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(2.15) X*YI(A*Y{JX*B) =

(2.16) (X*Y)I(X*B) = (C(X+)IX)Λ(Y/B),

where " * " denote unreduced joins. These relations are well-known in non-

equivariant case. Particularly when B=φ, we get

(2.160 X*Y/X = (C(X+)IX)Λ(Y+)

from (2.16) because X*φ=X.

Proposition 2.17. There holds the τ-homeomorphίsm

Sr+s,0jSrΛ ^ Σ ' ' 0 (S S

+

 0)

for r>0 and s>0.

Proof. Identify *Srr*°*5'*'0=*Sir+*'0 by the corresopndence "(x, t, y)\-*{y/Tx,

Z ^ s > \ { ) S t ^ \ , and C{Sr

Λ °)=Br>° so that cone-parameters

correspond to radial lengths. Then we get the proposition from (2.16'). q.e.d.

The τ-homeomorphism (2.17) may be given by the correspondence

(2.170 (*,y)*-*(*ΛV\\y\\)y)

for (x,y)ϊΞSr+s>0

) x=(xu — ,# r) and y=(yly —,y5).

Let X be a finite τ-complex. The cofibration

Qr.O r»r+* gr + s,0 r + 5 ' S Sr+S'°ISr'0 ^^ 2r'Of*SS'°)

smashed with X+y induces the following exact sequence

... ^h*-r '(S'-oxX)-^hp''(Sr+a °xX)

( 2 1 8 ) ^* δ
-^hp>\Sr>oxX)-^+hp-r'<i+\Ss>oxX) -> ••• ,

where

(2.180 ξ%s/ h* <(S' °xX) -> h*+r-\Sr+tΛxX)

is the composition of the following sequence

h* '(S*°xX) = fιp'%S%'0

σ ^
»h*+r-9(2,r'XSVQ)AX+) « hp+r'\Sr+s'0/Sr'0AX+) by (2.17)

(ξ + Λl)*
r^—> ^ + M ( S ^ ' ° Λ Z + ) = hp+r-<(Sr+s °xX),

and
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(2.18") δsy. W'\Sr'°xX) — h*-'-*v\S' *xX)

is the composition of the sequence

h*-'(Sr °xX) = ^ 9 ( S ΐ ° Λ l + )
δ* ^

*hp-'+\Sr+'-0ISr °ΛX+) « ϋ M + 1 (? ' o (5ϊ β )Λl + ) by (2.17)

The projection Br+s>0-^Br'° to the first r coordinates induces the following

commutative diagram:

Vr r+s ϊr+s s
θr,0 ' . Or+5,0 ! Or+s,0l C<r,0 ,-+^, vr,0/Ci>0\

r βr,0 r y 2 r '° <

where 7Γ7: i?+°-^Σ0>0 is the τ-homotopy equivalence and πf

r+s is τ-equivalent to

ιr+s through the τ-homotopy equivalence Br'°—T Br+s>0. The commutativity of

the right square follows from (2.177). Hence it induces the following commuta-

tive diagram:

-> hp-" "{X) - ^ > hp'\X) -^-> hp %Sr.°xX) —'-> hp

l K II
where A = Ss'°xX, B=Sr+s'°xX, ξ*=ξf+s „ ^ * = = ^ , , + s for simplicity, and the

horizontal sequences are exact sequences (2.2) and (2.18).

Proposition 2.20. Zp/q=Ker δ r_ l f l and Bp>q=lm 8lr^for r>\.

Proof. Replace (r, ί) by (1, r—1) in the diagram (2.19). By (2.3) and (2.4)

we see that

Sr-1,1 = fr-l°δi = βr-l°K

up to signs and

Z>« = kT\lm dr-J - Ker (β^okj = Ker Sr_x,.

Next, replace (r, s) by (r— 1, 1) in the diagram (2.19). Then

δifr-i = A°δ r-i =i i °δ r _ 1

and

fi?'* =; 1 (Ker α,_0 - Im 0>δr-i) = Im S^,^ . q.e.d.

(2.19) for 5=1, combined with (2.13), implies the following commutative
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diagram:

Sir

hp>q{Sr'°xX)—U zprr'

(2.21) \κr \Pr

T?P>q r > pP-r,g+l

where pr is the canonical projection, which will be used in the next section.

3. Periodicities

As usual, a map

(3.1) μ:R
kxRn~^Rn

is called an orthogonal multiplication iff μ is bilinear and norm-preserving,

i.e., ||μ(#, jy)||HMI |l:yll for any x^Rk anάy&R*. The orthogonal multiplica-

tion (3.1) will be called to be of type (k, n). As is well-known, an orthogonal

multiplication of type (k, n) exists iff Rn becomes a Cλ,_rmcdule, where Ck

denotes the Clifford algebra generated by Rk writh a negative definite quadratic

form and C0=R. Hence it exists iff n is a multiple of aki where «A=2y(*""1),

<£>(&)=the number of integers s such that 0<s^k and 5 = 0,1,2 or 4 mod 8. (Cf.,

e.g., [3]).

Let μ be an orthogonal multiplication of type (k3 ή). Denote μ(x> y)=xy

for simplicity and define a map

ω M : Rk>°χRn>°-+ Rk>°χR°>n

by ωktn{x,y)=(x, xy). Then ωk n is a τ-map and induces a τ-homeomorphism

(denoted by the same letter)

(3.2) ω M : Sk'°χ(Bn>°, Sn-°) « S* °x(JB°-, S0-)

of τ-pairs by restricting domain and range, which is called a periodicity map of

type (k> n).

Let A*'* be a τ-cohomology theory and X a finite τ-complex. The T-

homeomorphism (3.2) induces the isomorphism

(3.3) ωf,n: h
p>\Sk'°xX) « ^ - M ^ M X Z )

for any (p, q)^ZχZ as the composition of the following sequence of isomor-

phisms:

σ°'n

hP>«(Sk'°xX) « A* «+«(S* oχ(fi° «, 5° ")x JT)
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The isomorphism (3.3) is of course natural with respect to X, and hence we
may regard it as a kind of periodicity. Since ak is the minimal n for a fixed k
such that ωk n is defined, we obtain

Proposition 3.4. λ*'* with coefficients Skt0 admits a periodic isomorphism

of period (—ak, ak) for any r-cohomology theory A*'*.

Let r and s be positive integers and

ωr+s: Sr+s'°x(Bn'°y Sn>°) <* Sr+s>°x(B°>n, S°>n)

be a periodicity map of type (r-\-s, ή). Let

be τ-inclusions to the first r and last s coordinates respectively. By restricting
ωr+s we get induced periodicity maps

ωr: Sr'°x(Bn'°y Sn>°) « Sr'°x(B°'n, S°'n)

and

ωs: Ss'°x(Bn'°y Sn'°) « 5 s °x(fi°'M, S° w)

respectively. The cofibration 5r

4.
 o c 5 r

+

+ s o->5r+s'75r'°, smashed with Σκ'° and

Σ0>w, yields the following commutative diagram:

|ω r + s j

where ω' is the induced τ-homeomorphism. Replace Sr+s'°ISr'° by Σr'°(Ss

+

 0),

Proposition 2.17. Then ωr will be replaced by the τ-homeomorphism

M'0 » Σ r 0 ( 5 5

+ ° ) Λ Σ ° ' M .

Lemma 3.5. ω"—τ Σ
r'°ωs

Proof. Indentify

Σr'°(Ss

+'°) = ( 5 r °x / x Ss>°ISr'° x 1 x 5 s '0) U ̂  Ss>°,

where π0: Sr'oxOxSs>o->Ss'° is the projection. Then ω" is given by

f/eS r °, ^ £ 5 ^ 0 ^ / ^ l , and j/G? ' ° . Define a τ-homotopy

Ωθ: Sr'°xIxSs'ox(Bn'oy Sn>°)-> Sr>°xIxSs'ox(B°>n

} S°'n)
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by Ωβ((M, t, v))y)^{{u, t, v)9 (Vtθu, Vl-tθ v)y), O^θ^ί. Since nβ(Sr »Xl
X 5 s ' 0 X Bn'°)c:Sr'ΌX 1 X SS>OX B°'n, passing to quotients we get a τ-homotoρy

O^θ^ί. Ωθ\Sr'°x0xSs'0xΊ,n'0 does not depend on θ and transforms to ωs

through projection π0X 1. Thus, putting ωθ=Ωθ U ^xi ωs we get a τ-homotopy

O^θ^ 1. By construction we see easily that

ω0 = Σr'°ωs and ωx = ω ; / . q.e.d.

By the above lemma we get the following τ-homotopy-commutative

diagram of cofibrations:

|«H..

Thus we get

Proposition 3.6. Let

ωr+sn: Sr+5'°χ(Bn>°y Sn>°) « S ^ ^ x ^ 0 ' ^ 0 ^ )

fe a periodicity map of type (r-j-s, ή), and

ωrn: Sr>°x(Bn'°, Sn'°) « Sr>ox(B° n, S°'n),

ωsy. Ss>Qx(Bn>°, Sn'°) « 5 5 ' °X(JB°'W, 5° 'M)

i^ periodicity maps defined by restricting ωr+s n> i.e., ωrn=ωr+sn\Sr'0X(Bn'°y Sn'°)

and ωsn=ωr+sn \ Ss'°x(Bn'°y Sn'°). Then homomorphisms in the exact sequence (2.18)

commute with periodicity isomorphisms ωf,n> ω*>n and ω%s,n up to signs.

The signs in the above proposition come from permutations of suspension

parameters and depend only on r, s and n.

Let

(3.7) ω: S^x^' 0 , Sn'°) « Shox(B°'\ S°'n)

be the periodicity map defined by

(3.70 ω ( - l , x) - ( - 1 , x) and ω(l, x) - (1, -x) ,

3M, which is defined for all n^\ and will be called the canonical periodicity
map of type (1, n).
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Let

«! „: S^xiB"'0, Sn>°) » Suox (&>•", S°>n)

be an arbitrary periodicity map of type (1, n). Since ωln is defined by making
use of an orthogonal multiplication, we see that the assignment "χ\->π2oωln

(1, x)", x^Rn, is an orthogonal map, where π2: S
hOχRn->Rn is the 2-nd pro-

jection. Hence there exists iGθ(n) such that ωln(— 1, x)=(— 1, xA) for all
x^Bn. Then ω l w(l, Λ?)=(1, ~XA) by bilinearlity. Thus we get the following
commutative diagram of τ-homeomorphisms:

ω

7
which implies that

And we obtain

Proposition 3.8. Every periodicity isomorphism ωf,n coincides to each other

up to ± 1 times for the same n.

In the sense of this proposition we may regard that ωf$n is essentially
unique.

Take an integer r > 0 . Let ωrn be a periodicity map of type (r, w), and
ω7 and ω" be periodicity maps of types (1, n) and (r— 1, w) respectively induced
by ωr w restricted. By Proposition 3.6 we get the (up to signs) commutative
diagram

which implies that

ω'*: Zp

r'
q & Zp

r-
n'q+tt

by Proposition 2.20. Similarly we get the commutative diagram

Lp-n,q+nf Or-l,Ov V\ ^ Lp-n-r+hq+n+lί 01,0 v γ \

which implies that
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ω / * . βP.q ̂  βP-H,q+H

by Proposition 2.20. Now, passing to quotients we get an induced periodic
isomorphism

(3.9) ω*n:

which is unique up to ± 1 times by Proposition 3.8. Note that (3.9) is essentially
induced by ωrn so that we denoted it by ω*n.

The above periodicity map ωr n induces a periodicity map of type (s, n) by
restriction for 0<s:^r and hence gives rise to a periodic isomorphism

(3.90 ω*H: E*" ~ E>-* '+*

for 0<Ofgr, which is denoted also by ωf,n.
Using a periodicity map of type (r, ar) we obtain

Theorem 3.10. Let A*'* be a τ-cohomology theory and X a finite T-
complex. In the forgetful spectral sequence associated with h*'*(X) there holds
a periodic isomorphism

<mr: E
p/q « Ep

r-
a' 9+ar

of period (~ari ar) for each r, 0 < r < o o ) and any (p} q)^ZxZ. This isomor-
phism is unique up to ^ 1 times and natural with respect to X.

Remark that the epimorphism λr, (2.12), is induced by ηf,r and hence
commutes with ωf,n by Proposition 3.6.

Next, all maps in the diagram (2.21) except dr commute up to signs with
periodic isomorphisms induced by a periodicity map of type (f+1, n). Since
λr and pr are surjective in (2.21), it follows that dr commutes also with such a
periodic isomorphism up to signs ± 1 . Thus we obtain

Theorem 3.11. Let ωr+ln be a periodicity map of type ( r+1, n). In the
forgetful spectral sequence associated with h* *(X), let ω*4l>w: Ep/q^Ep~n'q+n be
the induced periodic isomorphism. Then the following diagram is commutative up
to i l times:

βp,q ϋ^ βp-r,q+l

JgP-n.q+n r_y βp-n-r.qi n \ 1

In particular, the periodic isomorphism

ω?+i..r+1: Ep«**Epr-r*v*-r+i

commutes with dr up to sign i 1.
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Let ωλ m and ωln be periodicity maps of types (1, m) and (1, n) respectively.

cύlmXωlny restricted to the diagonal of *S1'°x51'0, gives a periodicity map
ωi m+n- Obviously we can decompose as

ωl,m+n = (<*>l,m X 1 ) ° (1 X ωl,n) >

which implies that

(3.12) ωfttH + n = ±ωf,moωf,n

because /o= —1 on h*'*(Sι °xX), [1], Proposition 3.6. (3.12) and Proposition
3.8 imply that

Proposition 3.13. Let ωrn be a periodicity map of type (r, n). Then the

induced periodic isomorphism ωf,n: E%'q^Ep

r~
n>q+n is equal to an iterated composition

of vrr up to i 1 times.

4. Multiplicative structures

Here we discuss multiplicative properties of forgetful spectral sequences.

Let A*'* be a multiplicative τ-cohomology theory, [1], §6, and X and Y

be finite τ-complexes. Let

μ\ hp^{X)®hp/^\Y) -> hp+p''^'(Xx Y)

be the multiplication in A*'*, (p, q, p'', q')€=ZxZxZxZ, which determines
the following natural homomorphisms:

μD= μ: D{>q{X)®Dpί>«{Y) -> D{+p/'q+q\Xx Y)

μx = (dxψoμ: E{"(X)®Et'-S(Y) -> E{+p'>^'(Xx Y),

μf = μ: Ep

1 '(X)®Dί''*'(Y) -> Et+*'-'+*'(Xx Y),

μ»= μ : D{>\X)®E{'*qf{Y) -> E{+p/^q\Xx Y)

after obvious identifications by switching maps, where d: ShOdShoX Sh0 is the

diagonal inclusion.

First we observe the relations of these pairings with ilij1 and kx. By [1],

(6.4), we obtain the relations

(4.1) hoμD(x®y) = μD(hx®y) - μD(x®hy).

Let π: S+o->ΣOtO be the map to collapse Sh0 to 0. The commutative diagrams,

df \τrΛl

= 5i °, 5i °

imply the following relations
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μr {χ®y) =

μ"(*®;y) =

And the naturality of μ implies the relations

(4.20 j\oμD(x®y) = μ'(j\x®y) = ^ ί * ® ; ^ )

By naturality of μ and the relations of μ with suspensions, [1], §6, M3), a routine

diagram implies the relation

(4.3) kxoμf(χ®y) = μ ^ * ® j ) .

And, by a parallel diagram we see that kxoμ"(x®y) and μD(x®k1y) coincide

except the sign (~p)q for xEίD^X). But p - - - l on ^f

X Y)y [1], Proposition 3.6, and hence we get the relation

(4.30

(4.2) and (4.20 imply relations

(4.4) μι{jιX®jιy) - μ"(x®j\y) == μ'{jιX®y) =ji°μD(x

In particular, ^r Df *-*Ef ** is multipliative, which is but already observed in

[1],§6.

(4.1) implies that

(4.5') μD(iri-1x®il-1y) = ii+s-2oμD(x®y)

for r > 0 and ί > 0 . Hence we get homomorphisms

(4.5) M ?., : D <w

by restricting μD. Off course μ?,ι=μD

(4.3) and (4.3') imply that

M (ZΪ%X)®D((Y))czZWsz\(Xx Y),

Next, let Λ;eβί 9(X) and j e Z ) f ' '(Γ). Express as Λ ; = ; > / , »ΓV=0 by (1.5).

Then

by (4.2'), and

Thus μ'(x®y)GBp

r

+p' q+q'(Xx Y) by (1.5). Furthermore, if s> 1 then jxoμD{x'

®y)=μ"{x'®jιy)=Q. And we get
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μ' (Bp

r %X)®D(">'( Y)) (zBp

r

+>' *+''(Xχ Y),

μ'(Bp

r-%X)®Dp

s'><i'(Y))=0 f o r ί > l .

Similarly we get

f ' ' *+«'(Xx F),
< } " ( Z ) ^ X ) 5 f ' ( y ) ) = 0 f o r r > l .

By (4.6), (4.6') and (4.6"), μ' and μ" indue homomorphisms

'' £ ^ ' - ί + / ( X x Y),A*ί.,: E

by passing to sub-quotients.
Observe μ?tU μ?fr, μr

rΛ and μ"r by (4.5) and (4.7), then we obtain

Proposition 4.8. Z)*'* and £"*•* ^rβ functors of bilateral bigraded
modules.

By definitions, (4.1) and (4.2/), we see easily the relations

And, (4.3) and (4.30 i

Then, (4.9) and (4.10) yield

By (4.1), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) we obtain

Proposition 4.12. iry jr> kr and dr are homomorphisms of bilateral λ*'*-
modules.

Corollary 4.13. The forgeftul spectral sequences are spectral sequences of
bilateral h*'*-modules whenever A*'* is multiplicative.

Before going into discussions of multiplications in the forgetful spectral
sequences we need to prepare an involution in each spectral sequence arising
from its structure.

Let T: Sh0-*Sh0 be the involution of *S1>0. Since T is a τ-map we have an
induced homomorphism
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(τx !)*:£{>«->£{>«

for each (p, q)<^ZxZ. Put

(4.14) ( τ χ l ) * * = Λ

for each x&E{'q. Clearly, the map "x\-*x" is involutίve.

Let π: S^-^Ί,0'0 be the τ-map to collapse Sh0 to 0. The commutativity
of the following diagram

implies

(4.15) x — x whenever x&Imj1.

The involution of the pair (Blt0, Sh0) is also a τ-map. Then the naturality
of the connecting morphisms and A4) of [1], §2, imply that

kλx = pokγX .

On the otherhand, kλ is a Λ-module map, whence

pokχX — kx{p°x) = kx{—x).

Hence

(4.16) kx(x+x) - 0

for any x<=E{'q.

The present involution of E{'q induces involutions of Ep/q for all r > l .
However,

Vlfr
oT — T ^1 r

for r > l by a rotation is Sr'°. Hence, by (2.11),

(4.17) X = A? whenever x^Zp

r

tq and r > 1.

Therefore the involutions induced into higher terms are trivial, i.e.,

(4.18) £ = x for x<=Ep;q with r>\.

The following proposition shows that the condition \μn], n^\y of Massey
[8] is satisfied in our spectral sequence.

Proposition 4.19. Let x<=Zp

r>
q{X),y(EZp

r'>
q{Y) and l ^ r < o o . There exist

elements a&Dtr'9+1{X), b<EΞDp

1'-
r'q'+\Y) and ctΞD{+p'-r'qΛq+\Xx Y) such that
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^Λ;=/ί"1(α)> Ky=iΊ~\b) and k1oμ1(χ®y)=i[-1(c), and satisyfing

j\c = μ"(a®y)+(-l)«+<H'-»μ'(X®b).

Once this proposition is established, the standard argument of [8] implies
that

μι(Zp <'(X)®Zp' '>'(Y))(ZZp+p''<+'>'(Xx Y),

(4.20) μι(Bp "(X)®Zp' <'\Y))cBp+p' ^'(Xx Y),

μ1(Zp "(X)®Bp

r' "'(Y))c:Bp+p' ^'(Xx Y).

And μt induces the multiplication

(4.21) μr: Ep "{X)®Ep'^\Y) -» Ep+p' ^'(Xx Y)

by passing to quotients for every 1 Sr S °o.

Now we go to discuss Proposition 4.19. Identify Ba-axBb-0=B''+M and
dB'+i °=Sa+b o. Then we get the equality

of τ-spaces. Let

i'a: ΣΛ '°Λ5 s

+ °C5ϋ.+* 7 ( 5 t °

and

iV\

be the τ-inclusions to wedge summands. Then we get the direct sum de-
composition

induced by (ί'£Λl)*θ(ίί'Λl)*, where W=Xx Y. The following commutative
diagram of τ-cofibrations

\ ί t iV
5 ; 0 ΛB; 0 - » 5

imply the following commutative diagram
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t(«Λl)*

where Δ o } , h'a and δ " are connecting morphisms of the corresponding τ-cofibra-
tions. Thus

(4-22) Δ«_s = (π'aAl)*oδίθ(»ί'Λ l)*cδί' ,

where

and

are τ-projections to collapse the other wedge summand.
Consider the multiplication

μ: h^(Sa'°xX)®h^'q\Sb'°x Y)-*hp+p''9+9'(SttΛxSb'°xXx Y).

By naturality and compatibility of μ with suspensions, [1], §6, we see that

®v) = pP(-l)qμ(u®δfv)

for u^h^{Sa^χX), where δ*: ̂  9(Sfl °xZ)->^ ί + 1(Σ f l > 0Λl-f) is the connecting
morphism.

Identify Br'°=B1'°X ••• XJS1-0, B2r>°=Br'°xBr>0 and S2r °=9β 2 r °, and let
ίΓΓ: S

1 -^ (β r °, 5r'°)->51'°X (52^0, 5r'°X 5r'°) be the τ-map of τ-pairs defined
by

Jr(-l, ή = (-1, t-\t\+l, t+\t\-l),

where t=(tl9 ..-,tr)(=B''°, | ί | = ( U i l . - ι Kl), and ± 1 denotes ( ± 1 , - , ±1)
in Br °. The induced map of quotient spaces

S\'°Λτr>°-> S

is also denoted by the same notation dr.
Let

hθ: S^xS"0 — Sι'°xSr'°xSr'°,

, be the τ-map defined by
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hβ(l, t) = (\, t+θ\t\-θ, t-θ\t\+θ),

*,(-!» t) = (-1, t-θ\t\+θ, t+θ\t\-θ)

for t=(tlt —, tr)(ΞSr o=dBr °, where ±θ denotes (±(9, •••, ±θ) in £ ' °. Then
^9, O5Ξ0SΞ1, gives a τ-homotopy such that

A1 = ίΓ r |5
1 °x5" 0 and Λ 0 = l χ < / , ,

where dr: S
r °^Sr °xSr ° is the diagonal map. Hence

(4.24) ((«Γr15liOx S' 0)x 1)* = (1 x d r χ 1)* .

Let

and

S r > f: ̂ ( 5

be connecting morphisms of their corresponding τ-cofibrations. By naturality
of connecting morphisms we get the commutativities

(»Λ 1Λ l)*°δ* = S*o(τrΛ 1Λ1)* ,

(TΓΛ1Λ l)*oΔ,iΓ = S r>ro(wΛ 1Λ1)* ,

where w: SY-*Ί?Λ is the τ-map to collapse Su0 to 0. (4.24) implies the follow-
ing commutativity

Thus we get

OrΛ 1Λ l)*oδ*o(rfrΛ 1)* = (<ΓΓΛ l)*o(w Λ1Λ l)*°Δ,,r

on hc d(Sr+0ΛSr

l:
0Λ W+). Combining this equality with (4.22) we get

Lemma 4.26. π'r o{π/\\)°Sr— r

after identifying 5 ; 0 Λ S r 0 = Σ r > 0 Λ 5 t 0 by switching factors, where r is the

involution of SΪΛ.

Proof. π'ro(πΛ l)od*r: S1+°Λll

r 0-*Σr 0ΛS'+
 0 is the map:
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f* if*,<Of<

^ ' l ( 2 f - l , l , - ,

for some i,

1) otherwise,

(* if ί/^0 for some /, I^ι5*r,
( — 1, t) f-> \
v ; i(2ί+l, - 1 , "•> - 1 ) otherwise,

where t=(tu •••, tr)^Br-°. Define a τ-homotopy 93,, 0^s<;i, by

f* if ί,.^(f-l)/(j+l) for some ί, 1^/^r,

^ v ; /—1), 1, •••, 1) otherwise,

(* if ti^(l—s)l(s+l) for some i, l ^ i ^ r ,
v J \(t+s(t+l)y - 1 , .-, - 1 ) othererwise.

Then φ[=π'ro(π/\\)odr and ^o^^ί . rΛ 1, where 771,r(l)=(l, •••, 1) and vl,r(— 1)
= ( — 1 , •••, —1), and *7ί,r—- 1̂ r since (—1, •••, —1) and (1, •••, 1) are antipodes
of S«°.

πϊo(π/\\)odr: S\'°AZr>° -> 5V°ΛΣr ° is the map:

I* if £,2̂ 0 for some /, 1^/^r,

^ ? ^ ^ ( ( - 1 , .-, - 1 , 2t+l) otherwise,

[* if ti^O for some /, l ^ ί ^ r ,

^~ '^^ ((1, .-, 1, 2ί—1) otherwise.

Define a τ-homotopy φ's\ O^s^ 1, by

* if f, j£;(l—ί)/(f+l) for some ί, l^/rgf,

(—1, •••, — 1 , ί+^(ί+l)) otherwise,

(* if ti^(s— l)/(ί+l) for some /, 1^/^r,

1(1, •-, 1, t+s(t—l)) otherwise.

Then, φΌ'=(vΊ,roτ)Al and φ['=π'rΌ{πA \)o3r. q.e.d.

Proof of Proposition 4.19. By (2.11) there exist elements u^hp'q(Sr>oxX)
and v^hp''q(Sr'°X Y) such that ηftru=x and ηfιrv=y. Then

= (dX l)*oμ

= vf.r°(drX l)*oμ(u®v)

by naturality of ̂  and the commutativity

Put
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a = δτu, b = δrv and c = Sro(</rx l)*oμ(w®e>).

Then

kxx = ϊχ-\ά), kxy = i\~\b) and ^ o ^ i g ί y) = i\~\c)

by (2.10) and (*). Now

jy{c) = ( r X 1 X l)*oδro(ί/r X l)*oμ(u®v)

X l)*oδ*o(d rχ l)

+ σ-^°o((57lroτ) x 1 x \)*o8'rΌμ(u®v)

by (4.25) and (4.26). Here

(1 X VKr X l)*oδ'roμ(u®v) = (1 X Vi,r X l)*o/i(δ*M®8)

= ^'(δftt gH??.,©) = μ"(δ*U®y)

by (4.23) and naturality of μ. Similarly

((Vi,roτ)χl x l)*o8'rΌμ(u®v) - ( -

Thus

jΛ(c) = μ''(σ-r'°o8*u(

which concludes the proposition.
Proposition 4.19 implies easily the derivation property of dr, whereby the

signs become unnecessary as will be seen in what follows.

Lemma 4.27. p= — ί on I m ^ .

Proof. kλ is a Λ-module map, and p— — 1 on E{tq by [1], Proposition
3.6. Thus

p.kγ = krp = ΛIO(—1) = —kγ. q.e.d.

Proposition 4.28. For r > 1, Im kr and Im dr consists only of elements of
order 2.

Proof. Let r > l and x&Zp/q. Then Λ ^ e l m iλ. By the above lemma
and [1], Proposition 4.2, we see that

—k λx = p'kxx = kλx ,

i.e., kλx is an element of order 2, which concludes the proposition since kr is

induced by kλ\Zp

r'
q and dr=jrokr. q.e.d.
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Propositions 4.19 and 4.28 imply

Theorem 4.29. Let A*'* be a multiplicative r-cohomology theory. In its

associated forgetful spectral sequences, natural multiplications

μr: Ep

r'\X)®Epr'<i\Y) -> Ep

r

+p'-*+*'(Xx Y)

are induced for li^r^oo, and there hold derivation formulas

droμr(χ®y) = μr(drx®y)+μr(%®dry)

for l ^ r < o o .

REMARK. The derivation property of dx can be rewritten also as

(4.30) d1oμ1(χ®y) = μ1(rfi#®3J)+ μ>ι(oc®dλy) .

To see this, first we remark that the involution in the Z^-term is multiplicative,

and dxx=dxx by (4.15). Then, making use of (4.16) we can deform the deriva-

tion formula of Theorem 4.29 into the form (4.30).

Let ϊ^h°'°(pt) be the unity for the multiplication in λ* *. By (4.4) j j l e
Eι'°(pt) plays as the unity for μ1} which is denoted also by 1. Then, ^ 1 = 0 ,
whence 1 remains in all Er'°(pt) and is the unity for all μry l ^ r ^ °°, since μr is
induced by μv

Put

(4.31) ur = τrr{\)tΞE7 r"'{pt),

where vίr is the periodicity isomorphism of Theorem 3.10. Then, for any

x<ΞEp/'(X)

vrr(x) == vrroμr(l®χ)

= (ω,9ΛrXl)*oμr(l®χ)

= μr(ur®x) ,

i.e., the periodicity isomorphism vrr is obtained by the multiplication with ur.

We call ur the r-th periodicity element. It is a standard matter to see that all

periodicity isomorphism of type (r, n) of Z?r-terms can be obtained by a multipli-

cation with a power of ur (up to signs) and ur is invertible. In fact,

(4.32) U71 = urΓ O).
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